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Abstract—The proliferation of acoustic human-computer interaction raises privacy concerns since it allows Voice User Interfaces (VUI) to overhear human speech and to analyze and share content of overheard conversation in cloud datacenters and with third parties. This process is non-transparent regarding when and which audio is recorded, the reach of the speech recording, the information extracted from a recording and the purpose for which it is used. To return control over the use of audio content to the individual who generated it, we promote intuitive privacy for VUIs, featuring a lightweight consent mechanism as well as means of secure verification (proof of consent) for any recorded piece of audio. In particular, through audio fingerprinting and fuzzy cryptography, we establish a trust zone, whose area is implicitly controlled by voice loudness with respect to environmental noise (Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)). Secure keys are exchanged to verify consent on the use of an audio sequence via digital signatures. We performed experiments with different levels of human voice, corresponding to various trust situations (e.g. whispering and group discussion). A second scenario was investigated in which a VUI outside of the trust zone could not obtain the shared secret key.

Index Terms—Privacy, audio processing, device pairing, fuzzy cryptography

I. INTRODUCTION

We have witnessed the spread of voice user interfaces (VUIs) embedded in smartphones and digital assistants such as Siri, Alexa, and Cortana. These systems are able to participate in conversational social activities [1]. VUIs can provide an acoustical front-end for voice-based services [2]. It is common, that significant part of the processing and analysis of the audio as well as interpretation and reasoning on its content is conducted in a remote cloud operated by the VUI manufacturer. When a specific VUI is recording, information on which audio it shares, as well as the further use of the information content is intransparent and not under the control of the individual generating the audio. It is further not possible for an individual to, even temporarily, opt out of the audio recording and sharing. In addition, the recording is usually conducted without the consent of the individuals generating the audio. Still worse, audio recording and sharing is done without even notifying the individuals being overheard.

In this paper, we address these issues by proposing a technical solution that would empower individuals to establish

• an adaptive trust-zone based on audio SNR
• verifiable trust relationships and consent on audio recording and use

In a nutshell (see figure 1), we generate audio fingerprints at VUIs in proximity. These fingerprints are mapped to trust-space-representative patterns via fuzzy cryptography. Only VUIs in the same trust space are able to generate identical patterns from the overheard audio. In addition, due to properties of the fuzzy commitment protocol, a VUI has to disclose its presence in order to generate the representative pattern. Only VUIs inside the trust-zone, that disclose their presence and receive consent are able to compute the representative pattern. These patterns are then used to verify presence in the trust space while exchanging keys to sign the recorded audio via Diffie-Hellman key exchange. We performed experiments to prove that our method can prevent a system outside the trust zone from obtaining the secret key.

II. RELATED WORK

Speech recognition by mobile VUIs has been studied intensively over the last decades [1]. Through advanced signal processing [3], noise filters [4], processing of recorded audio [5], and language-specific models [6], impressive speech-recognition accuracy has been achieved [7], both in speaker-dependent [8] and speaker-independent [9] approaches. This success has spurred a proliferation of speech-audio interfaces in all kinds of commercial devices in recent years [10].

Often, audio recording and processing is conducted in a remote data center, non-transparent for the subjects monitored.
by these devices. For an individual it is not possible to control the audio recording and sharing of privacy-relevant data.

In this work, we propose a mechanism with which individuals can re-gain control over their data in that each individual could independently control when and with which devices audio information shall be shared by providing explicit, verifiable consent that is secured by digital signature.

In a nutshell, we utilize the concept of audio-based secure VUI pairing [11] to distribute private keys among devices within a trust zone, which are in turn utilized for pseudo-authenticated Diffie-Hellman key exchange [12]. Via this key exchange, VUIs agree on a shared secret key of a public key cryptography system [13] which is utilized to digitally sign (and thereby prove consent and presence in the trust zone) recorded audio. With this protocol in place, any party can thus later verify that an audio sequence was recorded with consent of the subject being observed.

III. METHODOLOGY AND PROTOCOL

The individual steps in our methodology are briefly sketched in figure 2. We intend to empower an individual to

1) implicitly control the width of a trust zone by lowering or raising her voice such that all VUIs outside of the trust zone are incapable of establishing a secret key that is required to generate a digital signature to verify consent on the use of speech signals
2) force disclosure of presence and potential authentication of VUIs as a precondition to sharing this secure key
3) allow verification of consented use of an audio sequence

To achieve these goals, we assume that the individual wears a Personal Device (PD) which serves as the central component in the protocol to grant consent and to generate and distribute secure keys. This item can, for instance, be an audio-capable smart watch or a smartphone worn by the individual. A trust zone is created, surrounding the PD via audio-based distributed key generation as it is described in [14]. In particular, similarity in audio-fingerprints (e.g. [15], [16]) is exploited to define key generation as it is described in [14]. In particular, similar-sounding audio signals, for example recorded by these devices, can independently control when and with which devices audio information shall be shared.

In figure 2, we split an audio sequence into $n$ non-overlapping frequency bands of width $b = \frac{\text{maxfreq}(S_i) - \text{minfreq}(S_i)}{m}$. The frames are divided into $m$ non-overlapping frequency bands of width $b = \frac{\text{maxfreq}(S_i) - \text{minfreq}(S_i)}{m}$. On each band the sum of the energy values is calculated with energy per frame per frequency band.

$$f(i,j) = \begin{cases} 1, & (E(i,j) - E(i,j + 1)) - (E(i-1,j) - E(i-1,j + 1)) > 0 \cr 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

To generate a master key $k_{MS}$ for a pair of fingerprints $f_p$ and $f_{tz}$ generated for the PD and any VUI inside the trust zone, we utilise Reed-Solomon $RS(q,m,n)$ codes, with $q = 2^k$, $k \in \mathbb{N}$ and $n < 2^k$ (with message and codewords as $A = \mathbb{F}_q^n, C = \mathbb{F}_q^n; q = p^k, p$ prime, $k \in \mathbb{N}$). First, the PD chooses a random secret $a \in A$ which is then encoded following the Reed-Solomon scheme to a specific codeword $c_p$. It further computes $\delta = f_p \oplus c_p$ and shares $\delta$ publicly. All VUIs in the trust zone can then generate $c_{tz} = f_{tz} \oplus \delta$ and derive $a_{tz}$ from $c_{tz}$ following the Reed-Solomon scheme. IFF $sim(f_p, f_{tz}) = sim(c_p, c_{tz}) \leq t$ it follows that $a_p = a_{tz}$ due to the error correction.

Consequently, all VUIs within the trust zone share the same master key $k_{MS} = a_p$. This process is detailed in figure 2.

B. Authentication of VUIs in the trust zone

To authenticate VUIs in the trust zone, Diffie-Hellman authenticated key exchange is executed between the PD and any VUI within the trust zone to derive keys $k_{ts}^+, k_{ts}^-$ of a public key cryptosystem. Presence in the trust zone is verified via the hash of the master key $h(k_{MS})$, exchanged over an encrypted channel using $k_{ts}^+, k_{ts}^-$. The PD will discard $k_{ts}^+, k_{ts}^-$.
should the authentication fail. In order to link $k_{ts}^{-1}$ and $k_{ts}^+$ to the respective audio sequence, the PD will keep $k_{MS}, \delta$ and $k_{ts}^+$ for verification. Note that, additionally, a trusted authority and certificates could be employed to establish authentication of VUIs.

C. Signing audio

Using the private key $k_{ts}^-$, the VUI in the trust zone will digitally sign all audio sequences published or shared with other devices (e.g. a cloud server). The signature proves that the audio was recorded by a VUI inside the trust zone and with consent of the PD, since otherwise, $k_{ts}^-$ would not be known to the VUI.

D. Proof of consent

Any party is able to verify that a specific signed audio sequence has been recorded and shared with the consent of the PD via the signature and the fingerprint of the audio sequence that should lead to $k_{MS}$ when combined with $\delta$ from above.

IV. Experiments

We conducted two experiments to demonstrate the concept of the trust zone. In the first experiment, we consider VUIs at different distance to an audio source and in the second experiment, a VUI is placed outside the trust zone to demonstrate that this remote device is not capable of obtaining a sufficiently similar audio fingerprint in order to compute $c_{ts}$.

A. Impact of SNR on audio pairing

In this experiment, we simulate a scenario in a small room with multiple VUIs. The layout of the experiment is displayed in Figure 3. In order to generate a setting that can be repeated and verified, we utilized a phone broadcasting continuously recorded speech audio. Two phones (the VUIs) were placed in $d_1 = 0.5$ metres and $d_2 = \{1.0, 1.5, 2.0\}$ metres from the audio source (see Figure 3). This shall model a scenario with multiple VUIs scattered across a room. We controlled the sound level of the office (i.e. the audio source) in $35 - 45, 45 - 55$, and $55 - 65$ dB, which correspond with verbal conversation loudness (i.e. an individual raising or lowering her voice to intuitively adapt the range of the trust zone). For all combinations of these settings, fingerprints have then be recorded according to the steps described in section III-A. The similarity of audio fingerprints, expressed by relative Hamming distance, is shown in Figure 4.

The similarity of audio fingerprints decreases when the distance increases. Hence, it is possible to configure a fuzzy cryptography scheme to allow only VUIs in a certain proximity (within the trust zone to share an audio-based key (see section III-A). Furthermore, the proposed approach can be intuitively controlled by verbal conversation loudness.

B. VUI outside the trust zone

In the second experiment, we investigate VUIs outside the trust zone. An example is a meeting room that defines the trust zone since audio significantly degrades outside the room. We assume a VUI inside the trust zone and another VUI outside of the room and trust zone. The setting is depicted in figure 5. A VUI inside the trust zone is located $40$cm from the PD and audio source. Another VUI is located 1.40 metres away from the PD in the same direction and outside the room in front of the opened door. Speech is clearly audible outside the room but the SNR is lower at that distance. After performing similar computation as above, we observe that within a distance of one metre, audio fingerprints achieve a similarity of 68.2% while the VUI outside of the secure zone achieved lower similarity (52.3%) and therefore did not obtain the correct master secret $k_{MS}$. 
V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a mechanism with which individuals can re-gain control over their audio data, in particular individual control when and with which devices audio information shall be shared by providing explicit, verifiable consent that is secured by digital signature.

We utilized the concept of audio-based secure VUI pairing to distribute private keys among devices within a trust zone, which are in turn utilized for authenticated Diffie-Hellman key exchange. Finally, VUIs agree on a shared secret which is utilized to digitally sign recorded audio, and thereby prove consent and presence in the trust zone. Any party can thus later verify that an audio sequence was recorded with consent of the subject being observed.

We envision that this protocol can be implemented and required by legislation so that the obligation to prove consented use of a piece of audio is passed to VUI device manufacturers. In particular, the approach is lightweight since it can be implemented irrespective of the VUI manufacturers cooperation and protocol used.

We performed experiments with different levels of human voice, corresponding to various trust situations (e.g. whispering and group discussion). A second scenario was investigated in which a VUI outside of the trust zone could not obtain the shared secret key.

VI. FUTURE WORK AND DISCUSSION

This paper demonstrated the general principle and feasibility to establish a provable, trust and consent based contract relation between individuals and VUIs in proximity. The proposed protocol places the individual in control of her produced audio content and, in particular, does not require technical compliance by VUI manufacturers but, in contrast, proper legislation. Indeed, with a VUI is not prevented to record and use audio without consent, but the solution presents a technical solution that does not allow a VUI to forge a proper signature to that would prove consent on the use of a particular audio sequence, since the private key $k_{r_{1z}}$ used for the signature can only be obtained by computing a sufficiently similar fingerprint $f_{1z}$ and after authentication towards the PD.

It should be mentioned though that the scheme also requires a trusted party or some decentralized trusted data structure (e.g. distributed ledger technology or other distributed commitment schemes) to maintain public information $(k_{MS}, \delta$ and $k_{r_{1z}}^+$) which is needed for later verification.

Future work is required to investigate the performance and scalability of such solutions that would support application for ubiquitously distributed VUIs.
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